EdgeRack™
Edge Computing

Having your IT equipment in-house keeps your enterprise applications closer to the data sources. This helps improve your business with such benefits as better bandwidth, faster data observations and quicker response times.

SOLUTION

The Enconnex EdgeRack Cabinet enables customers to have their IT infrastructure at their location allowing the utilization of Edge Computing. This cabinet can be easily stored out of sight due to its small size.

EDGERACK CABINET BENEFITS

Efficiency
Edge Computing makes data processing and analytics possible onsite and significantly reduces latency.

Optimize Operations
Using the data created and analyzed onsite, companies can create a better and more reliable experience for customers and employees.

Increased Bandwidth
Not having to send data to the cloud or data centers greatly increases bandwidth.

More Information
All of these benefits of Edge Computing allow for more information, leading to better business.

The EdgeRack by Enconnex is a fully self-contained unit, with a rack-mounted system designed to cool up to 5kW of compute power in a 11U top-of-rack footprint. The system is ready to deploy your IT equipment, and is ideal for areas where space is limited. The EdgeRack is the perfect solution for your IT needs, with sound dampening material, plexiglass front and rear doors. This all-in-one self contained system can be installed in almost every environment.